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According to State Council’s Guidelines for Test Piloting a New Rural Social 
Security Scheme, Ministerof Human Resources &Social Securityhad developed a new 
information scheme for rural social security, which guaranteed the free use for Human 
Resources & Social Security administrators at all levels. This scheme can be configured 
according to local policies as long as the basis for such policies, and basic frameworks 
and functions implementingsuch policies, comply with the national unified guidelines 
and ministerial scheme. Corresponding system are to be developed and localized in 
every province to better handling the local demand. 
In light of the policies, Guizhou government specified the provincial requisites of 
rural social security program, and determined the plan for developing a corresponding 
information processing system. 
The  development  of  such  a  systemproceeds  on  the  basis  of  the  unified  scheme  
with a deep understanding of the provincial situation. Finally, a specialized system of 
new rural social security information system is developed based on B/S/S three-layer 
structure (district->county->town). 
Takingadvantage of the results from Golden Security Project, the system uses 
J2EE technology but capable of handling all kinds of network setup at different levels 
of government. 
With the provincial situation in mind, the system aims at balancing the urban and 
rural social security program. And in the early testing period, it already proves itself 
of great value on basic operations, public service, fund regulations, decision–making 
at the macro level, etc. In future, we hope the system can smooth the merge between 
the urban and rural social security information system. 
The system uses a centralized approach: all the applications and data are stored at 
Guizhou Labor and Social Security Bureau Data Center, and services fro Social 
Security administrators below provincial level is provided in a special network with 














The system can improve routine procedures such as issuing social security cards 
to peasants and farmers, collecting agricultural fees, paying pensions, 
facilitatingpublic information inquiries, etc.  
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